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Large/Public Companies

- American City Business Journals *
  - Book of Lists: includes lists for large companies like Best Places to Work
- Mergent Intellect *
  - Use HIC Industry codes for the best results

Medium-Large/Private Companies

- Company Rankings Guide *
  - Domestic and international lists
- PrivCo *
  - PE and VC backed companies

Startups (Small + Large)

- American City Business Journals *
  - Provides current news for smaller companies from local business journals
  - Book of Lists: Fastest-Growing Private Companies
- CB Insights *
  - Everything dealing with VC funding
  - Go to “Search” → “Company Search”
  - Criteria include industries, funding, geography
- Company Rankings Guide
  - Inc’s 5000 Fastest-Growing Companies
- Pitchbook *
  - PE/VC firms and startups

*Available via A-Z Databases list: http://library.kellogg.northwestern.edu/az.php

More Info
Questions? Email cmclibrary@kellogg.northwestern.edu